
Abilities see capacities, capabilities;
vulnerability

Abode see boundaries; migrants; rights of
abode 

Abstraction    – –   –
–  –   –  ; see
also act-types; idealization

Act-types, act-descriptions    – –
 –  –; see also agencies; agents;
preferences; principles

Action, accounts of ; and causes –;
collective ; empiricism in theory of  
  – –  –; explanation of 
–; guidance of     –

Action-based reasoning  – –; see also
agencies; agents; obligations; principles;
rights

Agencies    – ; see also
institutions; non-state actors; states

Agency  –   –    
– – –; see also agencies; agents;
autonomy

Agents    –       
   –; idealized – –
– –

Algorithms   –   –; see also
act-types; principles

Anarchism  
Aristotle, n
Assimilation   –; see also identity
Attachments see impartiality; relationships
Aung San Suu Chi 
Autonomy  –  ; history of –;

Kant’s account of – –   –;
political –; radical account of –; see
also agency; agents; dependence;
impartiality; will

Beitz, Charles 
Bioethics –
Blame   –; see also remainders

Borderless world see world state
Boundaries – – –  ;

abolition of  and see world state; cultural
 – ; idealized ff. and see
boundaries, porous; international see of
states; philosophical –   and passim
in Part ; political –, passim in Part  and
see of states; porous   – – esp.
 –; of states –   – 
– –  – –; see also
boundary crossing; cosmopolitanism; scope
of justice; states; territory; universalism in
ethics

Boundaries of moral concern see
communitarianism; nations; scope of
justice; scope of principles; universalism in
ethics

Boundary crossing       
– –  ; see also boundaries,
porous; duties, beyond borders

Bounded society –   ; see also
Rawls, John

Buridan dilemmas ; see also conflict, moral 
Burke, Edmund  
Business see economic life

Capacities, capabilities  –   –
  – ; see vulnerability

Capitalism see economic life; markets
Care   – – –; see also

relationships
Categorical Imperative  ; see also Kant,

Immanuel; universalizability
Character ; reform of –; see also virtues;

identities
Charities – ; see also non-state actors
Charity 
Children see families
Choice – – ; see also rational 

choice
Christ –
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Citizens, citizenship   –    
  

Coercion –   – – – 
– –; see also offers; power; rape;
violence

Colonialism  – ; see also imperialism;
Third World 

Commerce see economic life
Commitments, commitment-based reasoning

 – –   –  ; see also
norms and norm-based reasoning;
relationships

Communitarianism –    – –
  –  – ; see also
identities; scope of justice

Communities –     – 
–  – ; see also identities;
nations

Compatriots n.  –    –;
see also communities; nations; strangers

Compensation see justice, compensatory
Competition      ; see also

economic life; markets
Compliance – –; see also coercion;

enforcement; offers
Conflict, contingent –; intrinsic ; moral

 – ; see also differences
Consent  –; spurious  –; see also

coercion
Consequences, unintended –
Consequentialism – –
Conservatism in ethics –; see also criticism,

internal; traditions
Constitutions  –
Constraints see obligations; principles; rules
Construction of identities ; see also identities
Construction of justice    –  


Construction of reason  –; see also

reason, vindication of
Contract   ; sexual 
Cosmopolitanism –; institutional –

 –; moral – –  –; see
also justice, universal; scope of justice;
universalism in ethics

Courage   
Crime – 
Criticism, external 
Criticism, internal –  
Culture ; see also boundaries, cultural;

communities; traditions

Deception  – – – –
Deference  – ; see also dependence
Deliberation see judgement, practical

Democracy    –     
 ; deliberative 

Deontology –; see also obligations; rights
Dependants    –; see also

dependence; families; vulnerability
Dependence, dependency –   –

   – –
Destruction  
Detachment see impartiality; relationships
Developed world    –  
Development –; see also institutions,

reform of; rights, to development
Difference principle 
Differences, ethical importance of –  

    –  –; see also
uniformity, in ethics

Dignity    
Dissent see consent
Distance, moral significance of  –;

action across  – – ; see also
boundary crossing; globalization; strangers

Diversity see difference
Domination see oppression
Duties  ; beyond borders   –;

civic ; of Man ; see also obligations;
rights

Economic life         –
– –; see also competition;
institutions, economic; rights, economic;
work

Economic rights see rights, economic
Employment see work
Ends, objective   ; subjective   see also

action, empiricism in theory of; preferences;
of reason see reason, teleological 

Enforcement   – –   
 –; see also coercion

Enlightenment  
Entitlements  – –; economic 

; see also rights
Equality  –     
Ethics, applied  
Ethnocentrism in ethics –; see also

communitarianism; criticism, internal;
exclusion; relativism

Exclusion           
 –    –

Existentialism –  

Families         – 
– – – –; see also
dependence; gender; women

Feminism – –; liberal  ; radical
 ; socialist 
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Feudalism 
Food and hunger   –  ; see also

poverty; rights, to food
Foreigners see strangers
Free will  –  
Freedoms   –  –  –;

external ; of movement ; negative
–; positive  –; see also free will;
liberty; rights, liberty

Future generations –; see also justice,
intergenerational

Gender  –; gender neutrality –
; see also differences; justice and gender;
women 

Gewirth, Alan 
Gilligan, Carol 
Globalization    – 
Good   ; common  ; conceptions

of – ; Samaritan –; in
teleological ethics – 

Goods, positional  
Government – ; and territory ; see

also enforcement; institutions; states; world
state

Happiness see welfare 
Heroes see courage
Hobbes, Thomas n.   
Honour    ; see also integrity
Horizons see boundaries; communitarianism
Hospitality  
Hume, David  
Hunger see food and hunger

Idealization   –  –  
–; see also abstraction; agents, idealized;
boundaries, idealized accounts of; justice,
idealized; persons, metaphysics of; reason,
idealized

Identities and identity-based reasoning 
–   – –  –;
construction of –; minority  ;
multiple –; national – – ;
and territory –; see also boundaries,
cultural; communitarianism; nations;
traditions

Impartiality    ; see also relationships
Imperialism  ; see also colonialism
Independence –  –  –  

    –; see also autonomy;
dependence; self-sufficiency

Indeterminacy see abstraction; act-types;
principles 

Individuals see agents; persons

Injury – – – ; see also violence
Institutions    – –  

–  – ; economic – 
–    –;
intergovernmental –; international 
– ; interstatal ; networking
–; reform of –  –   
 ; see also charities; non-state actors;
rights, institutional; states; United Nations;
world state

Integrity   –; see also honour
Interaction – 
International relations      

; idealism in  ; realism in   
 ; see also justice, international

Intervention – 
Intrastatal justice see justice, in states 
Intuitions, intuitionism – –

Judgement  –  – – – 
 – ; cognitive ; determinant
–; legal  ; perceptual  ; practical
– – ; reflective –; subsumptive
–; tradition-based –

Justice passim; beyond borders – –;
civic  ; compensatory –;
cosmopolitan   –    
– – ; distributive see justice,
economic; domestic see justice, in states;
economic  – – –  –
–; and gender  – –; global 
 – –; idealized accounts of –;
intergenerational ; international  
 – – –  ; Kantian
accounts –   – – ff.; relativist
views of , see also relativism; social ; in
states    – –; of states 
; of transactions –; transnational 
–  ; universal     –
; and virtue  ; see also
cosmopolitanism; obligations; principles;
rights; scope of justice

Kant, Immanuel    –  – –
; on action –; on autonomy see
autonomy, Kant’s account of; on justice 
–; on political philosophy  –; on
self-knowledge 

Kantian ethics –  –; see also justice,
Kantian accounts; Rawls, John; theories of
justice 

Killing  ; see also violence

Laissez-faire see libertarians
Lawlikeness see universalizability
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Leibniz, G. W. 
Liberalism  ; abstract –  –

; ‘political’  ; see also liberals; Rawls;
theories of justice

Liberals   –    ; social
justice    –  ; see also
libertarians; Rawls, John; theories of justice

Liberation 
Libertarians     –  –

; see also liberals
Liberty  –    ; mere n.

– ; priority of  
Locke, John 

MacIntyre, Alasdair  
Mafia   –; see also coercion
Malthusianism –
Marcus, Ruth Barcan 
Markets     –; see also

economic life; institutions, economic
Martyrs see courage
Metaphysics   –  – ; see also

idealization; persons, metaphysics of
Migrants   ; see also boundaries,

porous; persons, stateless; rights, of abode
Mill, John Stuart –  
Minorities   ; see also communities;

nations
Moral failure see remainders
Moral standing – – – –;

lower bound of –; outer bound of
–; practical approach to – see also
cosmopolitanism; scope of justice;
universalism in ethics

Mothers  –; see also reproduction;
women

Motivation     –  – 
Murdoch, Iris – 

Nation-states  ; see also community;
identities; states

Nationalism –  ; see also
communities; identities; nationalism;
patriotism, constitutional

Nationality, national identity   –
; see also identity, national

Nations  –  ; nation-building
–

Needs –   – ; basic  
–  

Networking institutions see institutions,
networking

Non-compliance see compliance
Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) see

agencies; institutions; non-state actors

Non-state actors  –  – ; see
also agencies; charities; institutions

Norms and norm-based reasoning   –
   ; see also communitarianism

Noumenal self, world   –; see also Kant,
Immanuel

Nozick, Robert 

Obligation-bearers –   ; see also
agencies; agents; obligations, allocation of

Obligations   –   – – 
–  – –; allocation of 
    – –; construction of
; correspondence to rights – –
 – –; imperfect  ; of justice
– –; perfect  ; plurality of
see conflict, moral; priority of ; special
– ; see also action; rights 

Offers   – –; see also coercion
Okin, Susan Moller 
Oppression  –   –; see also

victims; vulnerability
Options –   –  ; see also

preferences; rational choice
Order   – – ; economic 

   ; international – 
Outsiders see exclusion

Particularism in ethics   
Pateman, Carole 
Paternalism  ; see also autonomy;

dependence; independence
Patriarchy – ; obligations of –;

rhetoric of  
Patriotism, constitutional ; see also

nationalism
Peoples see nations
Persons – ; Kantian ideal of  ;

metaphysics of – ; stateless  ;
see also agents; autonomoy; respect for
persons

Philosophical boundaries see boundaries,
philosophical 

Plato, Platonism    
Pleasures, higher 
Pluralism, ethical  
Plurality of agents     – ; of

principles see conflict, moral; of states see
states, plurality of

Pogge, Thomas 
Political boundaries see boundaries, political
Political theory, political philosophy   

– ; see Kant, Immanuel; liberalism;
socialists; theories of justice; universalism in
ethics
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Population –
Post-modernism 
Poverty    – – – –

 –   –; institutional
structure of – – see also food and
hunger; rights, economic; Third World;
vulnerability

Power – – –  – –
–     ; coercive ;
division of – ; economic –;
productive ; state  

Practices   ; see also institutions; norms;
traditions

Preferences – –  –  –
–  ; adaptive ; preference-
based action   ; realist view of see
action, empiricism in theory of; revealed
–  –; structure of – – ;
see also action; motivation; principles

Preferential treatment 
Principles       – – –

– – –; plurality of see
conflict, moral; see also obligations; reason,
action-based; rights; universalism in ethics

Private sphere – –    
Privilege – 
Production  ; see also economic life
Prohibition see obligations
Projects see commitments
Public sphere –  –    
Punishment 

Rape   –; see also coercion; violence
Rational choice, theories and models –

– ; see also options
Rationalists –
Rationality see reason, instrumental
Rawls, John –   –  – 

–  
Reason – – –    –;

action-based  – – and see norms
and norm-based reasoning;
universalizability; action-guiding see reason,
practical; authority of – – – 
–; and boundaries  and see reason,
scope of; critical see Universalizability;
critique of ; discursive ; economic see
reason, instrumental; ends of see reason,
teleological; idealized ; insiders’ – ,
see also norms; instrumental  –   
– –; Kantian conception of see
universalizability; practical   – –
; private ; public  ; and public
policy  ; scope of –  ;
teleological –  ; theoretical   

; vindication of –
Reasoners, plurality of see universalizability
Recognition  –; see also identities
Recommendations  –
Redistribution – – ; see also justice,

economic
Reflection  
Reflective endorsement  
Reform see institutions, reform of
Relationships       –  ;

see also impartiality
Relativism – – –  –

– –; see also communitarianism;
norms; universalism in ethics

Religion ; civil 
Remainders    –
Reproduction  –   –; see also

women
Requirements see obligations; principles
Respect for persons   ; Utilitarian

difficulties with –
Responsibilities of collectivities 
Right-holders  –  ; see also agents;

rights, claim
Rights       – –  

 –; of abode   ; basic 
; beyond borders  ; civil   
 – ; claim – ;
compensatory see justice, compensatory;
correspondence to obligations – –
 – –; cultural   ;
declarations of   ; to development
–  ; economic –   
– – ; enforcement of –
–; to food – – ; to goods and
services – – – – ;
human   – –     
   ; institutional    
  ; legal see rights, positive; rights,
institutional; liberty –   –
–    ; of Man   ;
‘manifesto’  n.  ; medical –;
moral –; of the person ; positive 
     and see rights,
institutional; property      ;
rhetoric of – – –  ;
social   ; special –  
– ; to welfare –  – 
 ; women’s   –; to work 


Rigorism in ethics see uniformity
Rousseau, Jean-Jacques   – 
Rules  – –  ; see also obligations;

principles
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Sandel, Michael 
Scepticism   
Scope of justice –  – – –

–; see also boundaries;
communitarianism; cosmopolitanism;
theories of justice; universal justice;
universalism in ethics

Scope of principles –    – ;
see also cosmopolitanism; scope of justice;
universalism in ethics

Secession   
Self see agents; persons 
Self-determination ; see also autonomy;

independence
Self-love 
Self-sufficiency  –   ; see also

autonomy; independence; poverty
Sen, Amartya n. n.  
Servility see agency; deference; dependence
Shue, Henry –
Slavery – 
Social Contract  
Social Contract, The 
Social sciences    
Socialists   –     
Society    ; see also bounded society
Socrates 
Solidarity 
Sovereignty  –; external  ;

internal  ; see also power, division of;
states; world state

Standpoints, practical and theoretical – 
–; see also Kant, Immanuel

State of nature 
Stateless persons see persons 
States  – –  –  

–   – ; idealized  ;
minimal ; plurality of –   ;
sovereign – – –  ;
territorial –; welfare  ; see also
justice, in states; nation-states; territory;
world state 

Strangers       –; see also
compatriots; distance

Subjects –; see also agents; dependence
Supererogation 

Territory    – – –; see also
boundaries; communities; institutions,
networking; states

Terrorism  –; politics and –
Theories of justice    ; liberal  

– –   ; see also justice;
Kant, Immanuel; Kantian ethics; liberalism

Third World  –  –  –

; see also dependence; development; food
and hunger; poverty; vulnerability

Threats see coercion
Torture – – 
Trade  
Trade, free trade –   ; see also

development; libertarians
Traditions       –  –

–
Transnational justice see justice, transnational
Trust see deception
Tyranny –

Unamuno, Miguel 
Underdeveloped world see Third World 
Uniformity, in ethics   – –  

 
United Nations   
Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

– 
Universal form    –; see also

principles
Universal justice see justice, universal
Universalism in ethics –  – –

–  
Universalizability –   – –

–
Utilitarianism  –     – 

Victims   –   –
Violence – –    – ; see

also coercion
Virtue ethics    
Virtues   –   
Voice of justice see rights, rhetoric of
Vulnerability –     – – 

 –    –  

Walzer, Michael  
Welfare   –    ; see also

poverty; rights, economic; rights, to goods
and services; rights, welfare

Will   –  –; see also agency;
autonomy

Williams, Bernard –  
Wittgenstein, Ludwig 
Wittgensteinian ethics  – 
Wollstonecraft, Mary  
Women   – –; see also

dependence; families; justice, and gender;
poverty; rights, women’s

Work –  ; see also economic life;
rights, to work

World state   –; see also boundaries;
states
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